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(A) "Design with" in the Place of "Design by" and "Design for" 

We categorise various types of design practice into a threefold typology of design participation, as 

follows: 

1. Design for People: Designers control the whole process while people are treated as passive subjects. 

2. Design with People: Designers share the process with people who act as active design participants. 

3. Design by People: Designers enable people to control the process, and people even,tually become 

collaborators and creative designers. 

Jane Fulton Suri (2005) from IDEO presented the model of "for>with>by" as a new democratic design 

development that encourages designing "with" people and even "by" people. In this process model, the 

intriguing bridging element, "with", needs more attention. Banham's (1972) assertion that the only real 

means of participating in design is to "do it yourself' constitutes a more extreme version of the role of 

participants, providing users with total autonomy to invent their rules and relegating designers to a passive 

role. We do not take this position, as it creates a kind of power disparity skewed towards users. On the other 

hand, the idea of "design for" places participants into the passive role, serving only as informants for the 

designers and researchers and granting them little power to direct relevant activities. Even in recent 

developments, as shown in Peter Dalsgaard's work designing for participation in public knowledge 

institutions (Dalsgaard, Dindler, & Eriksson, 2008; DaJsgaard, 2008) and Battarbee's co-experience, most 

theories mainly fall in line with the conventional "design for". We notice that Battarbee's co-experience has 

somewhat modified the "design~for" version (Battarbee, 2003; Battarbee & Koskinen, 2005), but we regard 
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it as a process which is to "design-for" and then "design-by" in the sense that designers decide the 

end-products first and leave the products to the users, to see how users co-experience the product in a 

creative way (Battarbee, 2004). User involvement only happens at the final stage of application or 

consumption of the products (Lucero, Aliakseyeu, Overbeeke, & Martens, 2009), not right at the heart of the 

design process. This leads to the question of what is the right moment at which people should participate in 

the design process, and how does design research determine the role assigned to the participants. 


